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This report supplements information already published
by C3DIC (UK) in SIR 1335 and 1 701* . although the informa-
tion in this report is of a general nature, it gives a
fairly complete picture of the German aims and achievements
in he cryptographic f i eld , seen through F/'s personal
position as head of the OKH cryptographic section from Nov.
hi to June i|3 • In general, PW has been connected with the
work of the "Y w service in an organisational capacity from
1935 onwards. His memory La reasonably good, though he
is less well-informed on technical matters of c ryp tography

.

Although a slight tendency to hedge on vital questions was
observed, it would appear that P7 has not now withheld any-
thing of importance.

Kis life history is as foilows

1933
1935 - 39
Sep 39 - .Apr J4O

Apr kO, - Summer I4O

Summer UO - Nov 1+1

Nov. 2+1 - jUn J43

..un 1+3 - Dec 1+3
Dec ii3 - A-pv 1|5

May ii5

w i th

Took comd of Horchkp of Nachr ,bt I.
Cornd Horchkp of Nachr :\bt 25.
Comd 3 Coy Nachr „bt 750. (This coy was
on intercept duties opposite the
l^aginot Line.)
Senior Sigs In
-army Group C.
Comd Nachr .,bt
Comd OiCH/ln 7/VI.
Comd Pz Korps Nachr ^bt !+i|8.
in charge of 0~m/OhX Uauptgrup^e
in charge of OxCiV/Chi in the closing

Jl^'J'^t °n ^^BEfBG mission toshA^p, and thence into allied captivity

26.

origins

HlSTORYjQP in 7

*m* was carried out l^fW tU fche Ge™^
This organiLTioHririn^", 7 V°^h lei fcs fce11^ •

of the German WafMi«i!^v
e
« ,

n UjG Gipher section
with the cipher section nr'n™^ 1"6

? UiJ P***XL&1
Before the war n °hl ! S** 0KW/0bJ.) •

small department LIiorchle ^sGolle was merely a

fm. and had a 'number"S SJSffS b* Dr."
(PNoST; under it °2 ,

60 Infc °rcept stations
organisation! and werTen-f*^3ffe0 ^ a sVele?on
-noeuvring trafficker 20^^52^ ^
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IVITIES
General

STATIC PERIOD
1.939-50

The Horohlei.ta.fco lie before the wa# was
principally engaged in intercepting traffic
in PRANGS, BJLGIUH, HOLLAND, POLAND and EUSSI4*
SWITZERLAND was only casually monitored. The
main successes wore gained at the expense of

mm(Ms EOUl\W and RUSSIA •

RUSSIA
The Germans were able during the first

Russo-Finnish war, to break a number of Russian
2-, 3- and i[~figure codes* In addition, a copy
of the Russian 3-figure code was obtained; this
was handed over by the Finnish General Staffs
This particular .code- was used by the Russians in

the first year of the war with GERMANY

•

HQLL..ND
An exercise of the Dutch Army was covered

in 1937. Very simple techniques, principally
double transposition ciphers, were used, and
these could be read without much difficulty.
As a result, it was possible to establish the
order of battle of the Dutch units participat-
ing in the exercise down to Bn level.

PR^NCiJ
Continuous and sign if loan t successes were

obtained against the French before the war.
Before 1939 the Germans covered the Prench
static wireless net which radiated from PARIS
to the static formations in FRANCE . Cipher pro-
cedures were continuously read, and provided
valuable information during the international
crises of 1937, spring and autumn 38, and 1939.
Pi, cannot detail which exact ciphers were read.

BR IT A IN
Very lib tie success was obtained in thereading of British ciphers before the war; thisPA attributes to the very poor quality of thepersonnel employed on the task.

General
The Sigs Intelligence pic ture prov ided durino-the early period of the war was good. The com!

S
Pie fee picture of British, Prench°and Dutch ordersof battle was available. Changes in that ordercould always be followed. It should be nofeff
£rt25*5U*!*

WhereaG bhe •^•ench7'elg!an and'

bat- Mo ^°^ 6to<3l aohievemente, the order of

French

•pM^J^JftSfiS W*« the "mobile «

of the atatto Ppenlh^ftf,^
6 -ejoe-time cipher

break of »ar
ro "cn tireless net with the out-

read, SLTho^i
l
th?a%%a v thia not oould be

or suuolv n»K,Sf '
ere of ;n administrative

picture For example, the strength
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of unit, boln, set up on the

at KHJUkLtfAN was estimated by at^J^g
water bottles and blankets, jtf WAS •gOJW
possible to deduce facts about bhfV r unite,
armour-piercing m with the B>»ench It

>£*ff>
Similarly, the conversion of he 2tt<3 *0«

French Gov Dive to. armoured Diva In the ™&*

north east of P.Jilo was ascertained In Deo jj.

Likewise, the order of buttle of the French

6th Army on the French-Italian border was

speedily learnt.

Polish
*^~Owlng to the speedy development of tho

Polish campaign , very little cryptographic
work was undertaken. The ia in Bigs intelligence

information on the regrouping of the Polish
forces was derived from the Polish rly 7T
traffic which P'/ believes was carried out in

clear.

r: ..n FRANCE
QPFJIIT'jIVE
May -Jut) UP

'/1th the opening of the offensive In May tfO,

Increasing
,n acute
and were there-
on the French
forward units

the French began to use ciphers* In

quantities. The Germans soon felt
shortage of forward cryptographers
fore unabJe to undertake much work
forward ciphers, as 8 result, the
concentrated on the two French cipher machines,
the B-211 and 0-36. Progross was slow, but as
a result of research on two captured C-36 machln<j.'> >

.irmy Group C was In a -position, by Jul i|0, to
undertake satisfactory reading of the traffic.
Likewise It was Impossible to brca.: tho
machines In time for that Information to be of
any value. Nevertheless thu research under tinion
during this period was to justify Itself later*

GR-lVf BRITAIN
Although similar success was achieved .:g<.jinst

Dutch and Belgian ciphers, the Germans still
failed to break into any important British pro-
cedures. The English cryptographers, consisting
of six personnel from the ..orchlc it stolid, were
put to work at BAD G0DJ3B^RG ? but In spite of
good supply of material, they failed to achieve
any success.

au?.'Lx.J3 0? TOQMj jRg
if :fj ;j3tZSSsTM"

0, Vn JftH ^forward intercut units moved intc

able ObJn
T>

1£^ tT fSn>feographers were avail-

units in^L^' /IG
'

fch^ Cornd of Intercept

/ J Lulfch **« croups contrived to haveI moderate supply Cf crypt o-analytie personnel.
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HORQ I ZLJ ITSTELLE

1

ORGANISATION

s,
reserve

of Field
hove been

~ -iq'iO showed that cons id-

«^«aski S-Staasra-
service was desirable, This reox

u

carried out by l,ia jor I,UNG. His atw was l)ot

to increase the cryp to-analytic staf f
£

6 ™®
centre, but also to provide reserves of ciypto

graphers to work in certain key areas, ine

cryptographic section thereupon became ^pen
dent and was reorganised as Gruppe yl ox in f •

Henceforth it was subordinated to the

.army for personnel and admit) is tra tivc

but regained subordinated to Chef HNVJ

,rmy for matters of policy. It would

more logical to havo made the cryptographic sec-

tion a department of Chef HNWj dust as Horchleit-

stelle was converted to Gruppe IV. Nevertheless
this curious form of organisation paid, and

enabled the cryptographic service to recruit
sufficient personnel without serious interference.

In general, the object of In 7/VI was the

organisation and conduct of crypt o-ana lysis in

the field and in the rear;- training of cryptogra-
phers and the investigation of the security of
German ciphers.

It was also felt that in certain critioal
regions, an extra crypto-aua lytic effort should
be enforced. To this end 9 the Russian Referat
of In 7/VT was detached to the Horchle its telle
L&TZEN, while special crypto-analy tic sections
for British traffic were detached to the Horchkp
SE.JBOHM and the K omnia ndeur for Korchtruppen k
in ATHENS (See SIR 170!+, para i+5

? and .^pendix 6.)

General
can add little

7/VI in 19k2 consisted
to SIR 1335 cind 1 701+ . m
of the following Referate;

Referat Z.

English Refera t

;

French Referat:

Hp tra ItJRBRtfGGEN

forward sections in, NORTH
aPRIC, under Kriegsverwal tunps
inspektor ILiRL'S

>THBNS 9 under Obit KNESGHKB
R.RIS, under major HENTZS
B.RGJ1T, under ober inspektor
I'FITZER

Sonderfuhrer KUIiN, with sub-
sec tLons dealing with Swi3s,
Spanish, Portuguese and Braz-
ilian traffic.

Balkan Referat; Reg Rjt B..ILOVITCH

Russian Referat: Kriegsvorwaltungs inspektor
l^STmm (detached to LOTZEN)

Italian Referat; Hptm Dr WXMd
-.gents Referat; Obit Ur V./JCX

Hollerith Referat ^rie-svorvvaltungsrat SCHiilHI;

—

i
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UORK OF
KOLLliRITH
ESKsE.1T

RKFJR-<T

Twining Uefer-H :
Oborlospokkor Ktffl

Ltnaulstio Refer* t. Sondcrfuhrer EOSSfi

MtH. Refera t ; Sonderfuhrer (Z) ST.3INB-JRG

Mothernetleal Referot :3o»derffihrer Dr riUTSCH

maticians who had been working with him on M *W
and the strip cipher separated b ° fc*°

were
American Referat while tw.o separate section^ were

formed, one under Obit I.UDI3R3 f or the invest iga

tion of cipher security, and one under Wm Dr

DORING for the investigation of secret teleprinters

The Hollerith Referat was commanded by Baurat

SOHiaNKB . The department was equipped with ai

kinds of German machines and also with all kmas
of captured French hollerith equipment. This dept

proved invaluable in the investigations of unclear

or difficult cipher techniques. A lot of time and

manpower was saved, particularly in the sorting out

of traffic and the ascertaining of parallelisms

and in the calculation of recurring differences.

The exploitation of hollerith methods was particu-
larly favoured by Baurat SCHULZJ, who in civilian

life was an employee of the hollerith firm Berlin
Lankwitz, •

Baurat Dr PI^TSCH collected tor-ether in this
section the best available mathematical brains.
In this section all unbroken traffic from the

National Sections was investigated so long as it

was necessary to achieve an inroad by purely
analytica 1 methods . Aa soon as a technique for
breaking a particular cipher was evolved the item
was handed back for further work to the specific
National Section concerned. In some cases mathe-
matical specialists were attached to the National
Section to work on the various national v^rocedures

.

A further large field of work of the Referat
PI2TSCH lay in the investigation of the security
of the current Gorman cipher -procedures and in the
assessment of discoveries that were always being
brought forward. The compromising of the security
of a cipher usually resulted from exceeding the
day's safety margin for transmission, thus creat-
ing depth or by other breaches of stand jrd operating
instructions.

In order to provide some check on the use of
German ciphers and to provide the Referat I a^TdUk
with the^necess^ry material, the Nachr xiufkl _,bt/
Chef K Rust u Bdu was set up in Berlin in Nov ii1 .

This unit was to be under thu comd of the Gomd of
In 7/VI. Two coys of this unit were to act as
normal holding coys for In 7/VI while the third was
an intercept coy which -;orked within the field and
Reserve .*rmy for collecting material tocheck up
on the security of German ciphers. However, at the
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/Hq<5o1vuG owing to

ona of Feb k2 this »M»>| of cipher
personal shorfcnge. Thus t o co

lbUlty 0 f

security be«0a» or.ee more ^ lch m& never
the Field Army, 0 *wo««U>ilW w» lul

fully undertaken.

M n result of the security ^^ceverLs,
German ciphers ^^Wg^S&S ™ develop ncv:

the Referat PUTSCH naturally Began co

cipher teohnlguee of Its "^"^-J £°nde a over
the development of these teciiniyuo

fl t by
to Oi*/Chi. The »Td ^??m^? onauiry into the
Eeferat PUTSCH was a continual °"?u"y " enlpma

ES ^l/£tfK2 ostabUshepefor/the^war
'

enigma machine (old model without plug ond aockot

connections). Evidence on this subject cap

tured during the occupation of ^ChOoi.OV.^U
during 1938. iviereover in VOL*® in 1Jb9 ""L^01

version of a ..T message was found; this message II

hod been transmitted from a German cruiser m
||

Spanish waters during the Spanish Civil Afar ana

cipher. Ax) exact proof whether these successes

were due to compromise or to crypto-an aly

t

ic work

was never forthcoming, despite detailed investi-

gation. As this instance of compromise affected

the stecker Enigma investigations were carried out

thoroughly. The Polish cipher HQ at WIOHBR was

searched in 1939» In subsequent years even 19^3 II

and kk Gen FELLGIJB.3L ordered the rein terroga t ion

of Polish cryptographers to check this point. No
positive confirmation was achieved.

Nevertheless these investigations showed that
the safety margin of the' enigma had to be reduced
from 50,000 to 20,000 letters on a day's cipher
(an experience which resulted in the daily cipher,
which at the beginning of the Russian campaign was
very heavily burdened, being split up into two or
three portions), as the final result of the
enigma investigations described above, the value
of carrying out investigations into machine cipher
of enemy nations was recognised and the process
undertaken

•

Tg^xNING Until 191+2 the work of this section was not
fgjfggglAT fully exploited and only a small beginners' course

was in progress.

It is fitting at this juncture, therefore, to
draw attention to the acute shortage in crypto-
analytic personnel which the German High Command
encountered, it was found chat the practice of
pushing forward groups of crypt o-analysts to ^ey
areas did not of itself provide adequate signals
intelligence, particularly as the front lines were
getting further away from BERLIN.

as a result the comds of forward intercept ,units were allowed to create their own cry-jto-anaiytic teams. Two difficulties were encountered
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8#

un,r a of technical
in this connection: fJ^^HSto the crypto-
know ledge, and secondly fche^

n^^ "
e unt rust-

ona lytic service of personnel who were u ^
worthy from the security point ^ vwi.

uriecir thed
coses in KNA 2 in SMO^NSK P^sonnel wexe une

who were guilty of espionage, a
pe rson-

a security vetting for all crypto-anaiyc ic i

nel was introduced.

Once the forward crypto-analyt ic unitshod

been set up and attached to the
.
variou^ ^nvcs-

»Y» units it was agreed to alio to ™ e™
CQUld

=tj a^d
f
on
r s» ®j^a iwsM a

procedures.

As a personnel establishment for these forward

crypto-analyt ic units it was found necessary to

have two or three linguists and one to three mathe-

maticians. Such personnel were trained at a six

weeks' course by In 7/VI. 200 such crypt o-ana lysts

were turned out; they included Major Dr HENTZS,

Obit Dr VAUK, Obit LUDERS and Obit SCHUBERT • The

results of this work in 19M and 19^2 was to enable

In 7/VI to concentrate on research into more diffi-

cult procedures.

RUSSIAN This dept has had a rather curious history in

REFERAT that it was detached to Chef HNW Horchle i ts telle/
LOTZEN before the outbreak of hostilities with
RUSSIA. Under the leadership of Kr iegsverwaltungs-
inspektor DETTMANN, and for a time of Prof
NOVOPASCHENNY this section achieved considerable
initial success until spring 191*2. The 5-figure
code acquired by t he Germans until the Russian-

, Finnish war was still used by the Russians. An
additional c opy of this procedure was also captured
by the Germans. Through the allocation of con-
signs and of indicator groups it was possible to
establish the entire Russian order of battle and
the location of strategical reserves. This was
additional to intelligence gained by reading the
content of traffic. On 1 Apr 1+2 the Russians
introduced a new 5-figure code. The transition
from the old to the new code was, however, so
faulty that within the first week it was possible
to establish 2,000 groups of the new code. Indeed,
it was possible at this time to leave the decoding
of this procedure to the cryptographers of the
forward "Y" units. The Russians gradually improved
their security, howover, and in spring 19U3
altered the indicator group system and split up
the code into various front sectors. As a result
it was necessary to collect all the 5-figure
traffic at LOTZEN and to call in the assistance of
the holler ith dept of In 7/VI. Only thus could
the necessary depth on a day's traffic be achieved.
The quantity of traffic read decreased considerably.
2-, 3- and l+-figuru traffic was continuously decoded

Orypto-anjlytic work on partisan traffic wascarried on by the forward "Y" units in the area,^articular success was achieved in the SM0LSN8Karea with the arrival of specialist crypt ographors

.
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This dept under oborinspektor ZILLMAN »os

ossisted in its early days by the f»c««« f however,
forward cryptographic teams'. These BUOoeBses, now^v

wore restricted purely to forward techniques.

when KHA
It was only in the summer of 1943, howo

, hora ,

6, with Obit SCHUBERT m charge of ™^ 01*J
traffic

was committed to anti-partisan wft^^J^lly
between MOSCOW and the partisans was succossiu ±±y

read

in spite of continual efforts, Oborinspektor
J

ZILUvlS was unable to break into the British cipher

machine (Typex) . Several British cipher machines

wore captured during the summer campaign of 194'J,

but with all of them the wheels were missing.

The general success of British Referat ceased,

therefore, in the summer of 19U2 after the intercept

coy under Obit SESBOHM was captured in NORTH AFRICA.

Despite the report of an NCO to the crypto-analy t ic

section who escaped that all cipher material had

been destroyed, it had obviously proved possible for

the British to recognise from other evidence which
British procedures had boon read and which had not.

In consequence the department was reinforced in

order to win back the lost ground. Up to Jun 1+3 the

lost ground had not been recovered and successes
after that date are not known to PW.

From summer 1 9U2 the Germans concentrated on
watching exercise traffic in the BRITISH ISLES from
KNA 5 in ST. GERMAIN and the Horchs telle BDRGEN

.

Horohstelle BERGEN also watched Swedish traffic, but
apart from unimportant police wireless there was very
little army traffic to give depth enough to break the
Hagelin machine which was used. This work was directed
by Oberinspektor PFITZER.

As a result of watching the exercise traffic in
ENGLAND it was still not possible to gain any assist-
ance in winning back the lost ground in Mediterranean
traffic; (cf SIR 1701*, paras 61 to 61*). It was never-
theless possible to gain some information on the train-
ing and order of battle for the invasion, but to what
extent this was achieved by crypto-analyt ic methods
is a matter which PW cannot answer owing to his
departure to the Russian front.

gJSFERAT This section lost a lot of its importance after
FRANCE the campaign of 191*0. it concentrated on watching the

communications of the VICHY Government which was
supposed to inform the Germans of their cipher proced-
ures. Breaches of regulations committed by the Frenchwere reported to the Disarmament Commission nfc
WIESBADEN and rectified. The retention of capturedFrench documents and the further investigation of the

?n
e
?h^

C^e
-

I

??
ch^ s c~36 and b-211 justified itself

AFRIC A for 1Qj! i"^
de Gaullisfc OT traffic in NORTH

It vns 1 "I3 Wns ™d ertaken through these methods.
ttfSt hS? £ *

t0 read 311 fchese techniques at thelmm%^/^ SUCCeSS *»« mtn^lm during
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Tho monitoring of ?P^^h ' P
?hG Pencil Referat

traffic which was coordina ^ tSl in addition
did not yield any startling ^elopnBn

techniques were
in the winter of 19U2-U3 tv;c)

Bro^lon to

rood by this section. One o^lod one important fen-
content was uninteresting, pealed one * ^ ^

turo; this message was passed along the
fco ^

WASHINGTON and travelled by ^ieric an p
fcrona-

American border wireless sfca tion ,
then ce

wofl

ferred to Brazilian ciphe . The Brazi 11 ^n y tant . L

broken, but the con ten of the message was un P
q ^ I

Nevertheless the effort to utilise the succo
j

American cipher failed,

AMERICAN This dept was created in the ^°r of ™ b

REFERAT" of the Ma thema t ica l Refera t . A t the .tar the

this dept was exceedingly difficult owing go

size of the American wireless net and the dif^™±^
of sorting out the numerous links and cipher Pro° e ""

d _
' employed. After some weeks order was obtained in read

in! tL call signs and J^^^f dePfmonitor-

rd1ntern
b

ri°Ame
n
r
S
icnn

e
traf ic anflllo traffic'from the

b^ITED STATES to EUROPE and AFRICA. The Germans knew

that the AMERICAN Government had bought the Hageiin

machine which had formerly been offered m vain to the

GERMAN Government. An immediate litigation of this

procedure was therefore entrusted to Referat PI^TbCh.

Attempts to procure a model of the machine, however,

proved unsuccessful. The bulk of material that accu-

mulated grew so big, however, that a special team in

the American Referat was entrusted with the investiga-

tion of this machine. By careful establishment of

addresses and signatures the first inroads into the

machine were obtained. Additional assistance was obtain-

ed through signals intelligence on tho order of battle

of the American Army in EUROPE 3 this enabled specimen

messages to be assumed. However, it was eventually
recognised that the main cipher procedure used by the

Americans was the strip method whereby 25 variously
arranged alphabets were vertically laid out one along-
side the other. In the workshop of In 7/VI mechanical
aids were constructed and with the help of the holler ith

section and by noting the addresses and signatures the
various alphabets were recreated. Prom spring 1 9U2
parts of the American traffic were read, particularly
traffic from WASHINGTON to WEST AFRICA, NORTH AFRICA
and IRELAND • Latterly traffic from WASHINGTON to

BRITAIN and WASHINGTON to CAIRO was also read.

It was also suspected in the American Referat that
there was a decimetre link from LONDON to WASHINGTON
relayed via IRELAND. This link was watched in its
projection on the WEST coast of NORWAY and near NARVA
on the BALTIC. The experiment proved unsuccessful and
the source of this theory is unknown to PW.

With the arrival of American troops in BRITAIN
their exercise traffic was continuously read. PW note3
in this respect what he has already observed with
regard to the M-20Q-, that it is not surprising that
traffic is road when mistakes in the use of ciphers
were made in every three messages.
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BALKAN
EIFERAT

ITALIAN
RERjRAT

. 70 k work on Turkish
PW cannot add much to SIR y ^ c6. rfca in amount of

traffic Was not very prof it Jo.le, -

fc t0 fch0

army traffic was infccrc
t
P^fvfa s unimportant. The watch-

SEA, but its conton was unimpo
QWlng fc o

ing of Turkish traffic con inuod, howe ^doalrable to

TURKEY'S uncertain political
fc icnllV i" thc

interrupt it. The wttft ^f^&&l^m^fti^ W as

case of Hungarian, Rumanian ™^ n^g^ims 0f the Russian
dropped owing to the prior manpower claims

front.

This section specialised in ^etchingJ^||| was
traffic which was very ^ccure of « ^
road by tho Germans, especially traiiicii

NORTH AFRICA < In 19M Hp*B Dr paid 8 rcgue st.

ROME, notified the Italians of their ^^j. of the
ed greater security. In spring iy4^ W"' °

Italian Army paid a return visit to J^I £nd
c s ^

enlightened as to the Germar, us .of holler^ m
it

The renewed request to the Italian 101 gicu
.

in their cipher methods failed, jus t a s the I aliens

were unable
P
to set up their °^ Hollerith aection.

in 7/VI had not, in any case, the ^f^^^J^^'^fori

pressure on the Italians, moreover, the S^evalov^ori

was that the Italian cipher department under Gen GAMBA

was not competent enough to institute changes, (in -

matters of agents' ciphers the Italian sec
>
ion was more

efficient)* It was assumed by In 7/VI that Gorman

troop movements in AFRICA v/ere betrayed to the British

by the insecure Italian wireless;

This section dealt with investigation of the

security of German machines only, since there were no

TELJPRINTERenemy machines available for testing. In the summer of

REFSRAT 19U2, the SIEMENS secret teleprinters T 5.2 a and b were— in use, and T 52 c was in the course of distribution.

These machines were developed by the Heereswaf fenamt

under the direction of Dr LJEBKNECHT of Wa Priif 7.

They were manufactured by the firms of SIJMSN3 and

LORENZ, were checked for security by OKW/Chi and found

satisfactory. Nevertheless, in the summer of 19k2,
when these machines were tested by Uffz Dr DORING of

Inspektion 7/VT, it appeared that the cipher could be

easily cracked. This was principally due to operators
sending more than one communication over the same
message cipher. This mistake frequently arose over
long distance communications. In the autumn of 19^2,
it was also recognised that the T 52 c , despite the
alteration in the individual message enc iphermen t

,

could not be made secure. This was exceedingly awkward,
as it was the latest available secret teleprinter and
was also used in communications from GERLiANY to
neutral countries. Alterations were undertaken which
led to the T 52 d. Owing to the fact that there was a

shortage of spare parts and industry could not deliver
the new machines sufficiently speedily, thc High Command
(largely out of wishful thinking) began to consider the
misgivings of Inspektion 7/vi as unwarranted, since the
enemy was not in a position to tap lines as was done
in the security checks by the German personnel. This
comforting thought was, however, dashed in ^^k2- ]

4.

when an entire cellar for tapping telephone and tele-
printer traffic was raided in FaRIS; this installation
was technically excellently equipped. Early in 19U3,
Wm Dr DORING established by further investigations that

WORK OF
SECRET
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orthe T 52 a was not eeow^ ,rr*. this way: e^*1 le c

could be solved. He did it IB this w^ which
was characterised by t™****™ 0**£ (positive
could be indicated as e^her plus or

™^laes CORING
or negative). On the basis of ^seimpu

or
differentiated between ^osibivlletter pre
negative qualities. An enciphered l,os

d ^
served its positive ^ality. Having es

ible
plus/minus relationship of the text, it £
to feed a suspected clear word tnrougn "

ld
until it fitted correctly. Thence the ^

s^age ecu

be broken. As a result, a new alteration ^os maae

the T 52 d from which the T 52 e emerged, which was

regarded until the end of CffTwar as secure*

Other existing cipher machines, the Schlussel-

zusatz (SZ) k0/h2, and the secret teleprinter (SFM T)

»!i3, were more satisfactory and were regarded as

secure. These were used in wireless teleprinter

traffic.

7

WORK OF
CIPHER
SECURITY
REFERAT

LIAISON OF
INSPEKTION
7/VI WITH
OTHER CRYPT
QGRAPHIC
AGENCIES

This section was commanded by Obit LUDERS and was

established in autumn 19^2. It was responsible not

only for testing the security of ciphers but also for

investigating numerous inventions which were passed

back from troops in the field. These inventions did

not prove very profitable. They showed the lamentable

ignorance of the field army on cipher matters. As a

result, specialists from Inspektion 7/VI visited the

signals school at HALLE to give lectures on this sub-
ject. Otherwise this dept remained inactive, working
parallel to its parent body under Dr PIET3CH.

The collaboration between the crypto-analyt ic depts
of other services was slight because, in PW's words,
the enemy used different cipher techniques in different
-arms of the services. With obscure enemy procedures
different depts carried out research and exchanged in-
formation until it was possible for one service to
recognise the cipher as its own when it would take over
all responsibility, in Jun 42, Inspektion 7/VI under-
took a considerable volume of Hollerith work for the
Navy until that dept built up its own Hollerith section.
Where fundamental difficulties were encountered it was
usually customary to consult OKW/Chi , which was the
loading authority.

TTSTS OP MECH-
ANICAL A IDS

IN IN T/Tl
machine aids in a
appeared that the
meet all demands,
large the Referat

The collaboration between Inspektion 7/vi and
OKU/Chi was relatively close. OHV/Ohi never had a
Hollerith section at its disposal but developed its own

workshop. By the end of 19/42, it
Hollerith section of In 7/VI did not
It was, therefore, decided to en-

L ho f. 0rtV_. 1 a
SCHENKE (the Hollerith section) v/iththe technical advice of the workshop dept of OW/Ohl.so that it would be in the position to constructspecial mechanical aids fop cmfco^n^v" « n

fco build those u.chfinic-l niS- pp^7
:
iG

:
Ib m& Planned

ties so that they cSuld b^ 2£Lt 5?liCif^^ 2roQfc WBti
Thp pi »J D

n
e 1JSGd w ifch theforwnrd "y" unifco

in Aug%. rLr^ 1"6 P la^ ned v^ to have been tested
*

m^chino lL 6C
,

aT
?
e 01 ifc is not known to PW. The

fspeed ITtSSPS h/
earCh

,f
0r P^^^lismfand Tad

known as ml^^^^^ ^ was
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RESEARCH

DEVELOPMENT
OF GERMAN
CIPHER
PROCEDURES

The need for using more machines in crypto

analytic work revealed the development of cipher ceci

nique during the war. It was to bo expected that the

enemy would piece the Germans before more and more

difficult cipher problems as hostilities developed.

It was considered desirable to set up
1 7 mtiq geo-

search section under Dr PISTSCH m May 43 • This sec

tion was to be responsible for research into all

mathematical and analytical problems and was to °e

placed at the disposal of the various national sections

The dept was also to draw up a central cryptographic

reference book based on the experiments of the several

sections, which was to be available for the whole

organisation. This plan was never brought to fruition.

In Aug h2 9 Inspektion 7/VI was ordered to colla-

borate with In 7/IV in the setting up of a dept for

the development of cipher procedures for the field

army. It was considered undesirable that the personnel
from Inspektion 7/IV and In 7/VI should work together
in that they might be unduly influenced by one another.
Inspektion 7/VI did not agree with this viewpoint and
stated that the personnel responsible for developing
ciphers must be in continuous contact with the latest
achievements of cryptography in order that a foolproof
procedure was evolved. This viewpoint was not recog-
nised, and In 7/VI posted Sdf Dr PRICKE, Uffz KEHREN
and Uffz JESSE to In 7/IV. This was necessary because
the field army had no ciphers in reserve at all.

Prom Mar 1*2, Dr PRICKE developed the RASTER
Schlussel which was introduced into the army in I9I+J4.

It was interesting to note that the basis for the
RASTER Schlussel was a corresponding technique used
in the British Army. The flows in this procedure were
rectified so as to make the German version foolproof.
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1 . USA

P P V. N D I X

CIPHER

(This is a translation of o document in FJ'a

Possession. He cannot give any additional

?nformaUon to What has already been mentioned

in the body of the report. The list is

incomplete in P\7's opinion)

PMC
Army field code
Div field code
M 209
Strip system

2* GR'^T BRITAIN

3yko ?
anna

Syllabic cipher
Oodex
Phantom code
War Office cipher (latterly not solved)
Slidex
Transposition cipher
Double transposition cipher
Playfair

3. RUSSIA '

*

2-, 3- and 14-figure techniques
Signal tables
5 figure traffic reciphered with "Blok nots"
NKVD - L of C traffic
Partisan ciphers. Double transposition and re-ciphered

figure keys.

i+. FRANCS

TSPP (reciphered code)
it-figure code - reciphered with square
Diagonally read single square
C-36 and B-211 machines

5. BELGIUM

Reciphered 3-figure code.

6 . HOLLAND

Playfair
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